




TWAS THE SECOND WEEK of Oc-
tober 2006. William King, then
J.P. Morgans chief of securitized
products, was vacationing in
Rwanda, visiting remote coffee
plantations he was helping to fi-
nance. One evening CEO Jamie
Dimon tracked him down to fire
a red alert. "Billy, I really want
you to watch out for subprime!"
Dimon's voice crackled over
King's hotel phone. "We need
to sell a lot of our positions. I've

seen it before. This stuff could go up in smoke!"
A classic Dimon manic moment, the call is significant for two

reasons. First, it marked the beginning of a remarkable strategic
shift that helped J.P. Morgan, virtually alone among the big diver-
sified banks, sidestep the worst of a historic credit crisis. Second,
it sheds light on Dimon's distinctive management style—a blend
of Cartesian analysis and inspirational leadership that, despite
some bad bets in the home mortgage market, has moved J.P.
Morgan to the front of the pack in global banking.

You probably know Jamie Dimon (and if you don't, check out
"The Contender" on fortune.com). He's the
52-year-old former boy wonder who helped
Sandy Weill build the world's biggest fi-
nancial conglomerate at Citigroup, went
into exile, and is now staging a spectacular
second act. He's outspoken, profane, fear-
less—such a big presence that you might
think he's a one-man show.

The King James version isn't the whole
story. In fact, Dimon relies on a trusted team
of talented lieutenants who share his zeal for
sifting piles of data to spot trouble before it
happens and vigilantly control risk—even
when that means sacrificing growth and
losing market share to rivals. Says J.P. Morgan director Bob Lipp,
the former Travelers chairman who's worked with Dimon for two
decades: "This is the best team on Wall Street."

Dimon and his team are on top today because they took a dar-
ing stance at the height of the credit bubble. J.P. Morgan mostly
exited the business of securitizing subprime mortgages when it
was still booming, shunning now notorious instruments such as
SIVs (structured investment vehicles) and CDOs (collateralized
debt obligations). With the notable exception of Goldman Sachs,
J.P. Morgan's main competitors—including Citigroup, UBS, and

Merrill Lynch—ignored the danger signs and piled into those
products in a feeding frenzy.

Make no mistake: J.P. Morgan is also suffering from the credit
crunch. Dimon jumped into the home loan market just when
others were retreating—and this time his contrarian instincts
let him down. "We made our share of mistakes and messed up
in home mortgages, and we're sorry," Dimon tells Fortune. And
he sees more pain to come, as consumers caught in the eco-
nomic downturn fall behind on mortgage, credit card, and car
loan payments. The third quarter is already looking tough. J.P.
Morgan has announced that it is taking $1.5 billion in mortgage
and leveraged-loan write-downs, and another $600 million to
account for the decline in the value of its Fannie Mae and Fred-
die Mac preferred stock.

Still, J.P. Morgan is weathering the crisis far better than its
rivals. From July 2007, when the cyclone began, through the
second quarter of this year, J.P. Morgan took just $5 billion in
losses on high-risk CDOs and leveraged loans, compared with
$33 billion at Citi, $26 billion at Merrill Lynch, and $9 billion
at Bank of America. And in this market, losing less means win-
ning big. Before the crisis J.P. Morgan was a middle-of-the-pack
performer; today it leads in nearly every category, starting with
its stock. Since early 2007, its share price has dropped 24%,
to $37 (as of Aug. 27), vs. declines of 44% for Bank of America
and 68% for Citigroup. Last year its market cap was far below
those of Citi and BofA. Today J.P. Morgan stands in a virtual
tie with BofA for first place among U.S. banks, and it towers
over Citi—a point that must be especially gratifying for Dimon.
And even with what looks to be a weak third quarter, J.P. Mor-
gan is on track to earn around $8 billion in 2008—that's well

below its peak of $15 bil-
lion in 2007, but a world
apart from most of its
loss-ridden rivals, which
have been forced to slash
their dividends or raise
capital, or both.

Nothing dramatizes
J.P. Morgan's command-
ing position as "last bank
standing" better than
the rescue of Bear Stea-
rns. When the Federal
Reserve needed a strong

institution to absorb the ailing investment bank, J.P. Morgan
was the most plausible choice. Dimon paid virtually nothing
for Bear—just look at the numbers: The $11.5 billion in cash on
Bear's books should fully offset the costs of the merger. Yet J.P.
Morgan captured businesses worth as much as $15,'billion, not to
mention a trophy skyscraper that would cost $2 billion to replace
(and has a mortgage of just $670 million). And Bear may just be
the overture. Dimon is now in a position to go bargain hunting
while competitors suffer on the sidelines. J.P. Morgan's next target
is anyone's guess, but it's likely to be big: Wachovia, Washington



Mutual, SunTrust, or even American Express. "Will Dimon do
a deal?" asks Tom Brown, the veteran banking analyst who now
runs hedge fund Second Curve Capital. "Will he ever! His whole
career has involved buying troubled companies."

Dimon, who spent more than a decade orchestrating merger
after merger with Weill, appears ready to charge. "Sure, it's hard
to make a deal when your stock has dropped," he says. "But so
have the stocks of the targets. We have the capital and the people
to do a deal, if it makes sense."

DIMON'S ALL-STARS WHO MAKE UP the 15-member operating com-
mittee are a mix of longtime loyalists, J.P. Morgan veterans, and
outside hires. Dimon doesn't look for people who went to the right
schools or have prestigious resumes. To make it on Dimon's team
you must be able to withstand the boss's withering interrogations
and defend your positions just as vigorously. And you have to live
with a free-form management style in which Dimon often ignores

the formal chain of command and calls managers up and down
the line to gather information.

Some of Dimon's lieutenants have been with him for years.
Charlie Scharf, 43, head of retail banking, became Dimon's as-
sistant straight out of college in 1987 at Dimon and Weill's first
venture, consumer lender Commercial Credit. In those days
Dimon, known as "the kid," sported an unruly head of hair to go
with his hyperkinetic style. As Scharf recalls, "Neither Jamie nor
the offices looked anything like my image of corporate America.
The offices were furnished with worn red-velour couches. The
fax machines didn't work. Jamie talked through a huge, outdated
squawk box like the one in Charlie's Angels."

Heidi Miller, 55, who runs treasury and securities services,
the operation that provides cash management to corporations
and hedge funds, started as Dimon's assistant in 1992. "I had
no job title, no job description, and he hadn't named a salary
when I took the job," says Miller. "My husband thought I was

crazy." Within days Dimon had Miller tak-
ing the lead in the acquisition of Travelers,
and she rose to become CFO of Citigroup.
Mike Cavanagh, 42, J.P. Morgan's CFO, and
Jay Mandelbaum, 45, chief of strategy and
marketing, both joined Dimon in the early
199os at brokerage Smith Barney. Mandel-
baum is particularly good at getting the noto-
riously stubborn Dimon to change his mind.
An example: When he first came from Bank
One, Dimon vociferously defended using
the Chase "octagon" symbol as a trademark
across the company. Mandelbaum helped the
marketing team convince Dimon that the
octagon was a symbol of retail banking that
didn't match J.P. Morgan's exclusive image.
His lieutenants joke that Dimon now claims
dropping the octagon from the J.P. Morgan
side of the business was his idea.

Dimon doesn't just surround himself
with buddies from the old days: A second
key group of Dimonites consists of J.P. Mor-
gan Chase executives whom he promoted
or nurtured. Among them are Steve Black,
56, and Bill Winters, 47, co-heads of the in-
vestment bank, and Jes Staley, chief of as-
set management. Before Dimon's arrival,
Winters installed risk controls he'd helped
pioneer at the old J.P. Morgan, including the
use of credit default swaps to insure against
losses, that would prove crucial to navigating
the crisis. Black came to the bank four years
before Dimon. But he had served under Di-
mon at Smith Barney, where he learned the
boss's approach to risk management—and
got accustomed to his blunt style. "If you
get your feelings hurt, you can't work here,"



says Black. "Jamie will apologize, then do the same thing two
weeks later. He can't help himself."

Other J.P. Morgan veterans have flourished under Dimon
as well, including Ina Drew, 52, the chief investment officer,
and Todd Maclin, 52, a burly, magnetic Texan who runs the
business that caters to midsized companies. Maclin is one of
the few natural salesmen in the bunch, and he shares Dimon's
predilection for straight talk. "Jamie and I like to get the bad
news out to where everybody can see it," drawls Maclin, "to get
the dead cat on the table."

Dimon has also strengthened his inner circle by hiring out-
side stars, like general counsel Steve Cutler, former chief of
enforcement for the Securities and Exchange Commission; the
head of credit cards, Gordon Smith, 50, an American Express
veteran who brings marketing flair to a bank dominated by
numbers-obsessed finance types; and Barry Zubrow, 55, for-
merly a top-ranking executive at Goldman Sachs, who came out
of retirement to head risk management. At Goldman, Zubrow
pushed the trading desks to share more information on their

positions so that the firm could hedge its overall exposure, a
policy that created one of the best risk management systems
on Wall Street.

In late 2005 Dimon lured one of Citi's top talents, Frank
Bisignano, 49, to head the $7 billion technology group, as well
as the rest of J.P. Morgan's back-office operations. At Citi, Bisig-
nano led the cash management operation. Why did he give up
running a business that earned $1 billion a year to head a staff
department, albeit a giant one? "I'd rather play second base on a
championship team than shortstop on a team that doesn't make
it to the World Series," he says.

These players take their cue from the outspoken—frequently
outrageous—coach. The group is generally loud and unsubtle. At
the monthly all-day operating-committee meeting of the top 15
executives, the atmosphere is variously described by the partici-
pants as "Italian family dinners" or "the Roman forum—all that's
missing is the togas." Dimon will throw out a comment like "Who
had that dumb idea?" and be greeted with a chorus of "That was
your dumb idea, Jamie!" "At my first meeting, I was shocked," says

Bill Daley, 60, the head of corporate respon-
sibility and a former Secretary of Commerce.
"People were challenging Jamie, debating him,
telling him he was wrong. It was like nothing
I'd seen in a Bill Clinton cabinet meeting, or
anything I'd ever seen in business."

THE SESSIONS ARE HELD in a 48th-floor confer-
ence room with spectacular views of midtown
Manhattan and often end with dinners and
fine wines. Dimon stakes out strong posi-
tions—but he's no dictator. He will also listen,
and surprisingly, he'll even change fervently
held opinions when a team member presents
an argument that's sufficiently convincing-
witness his reversal on the octagon.

Dimon was also persuaded to change
course on the question of "open architecture"
in the private bank. At Smith Barney, Dimon
pioneered open architecture—which means
brokers sell not just the firm's funds but offer-
ings from outside companies like Fidelity. That
stance put him in conflict with Weill's daugh-
ter Jessica Bibliowicz, who ran the mutual
funds group. The battle over open architecture
was one of the most heated Dimon had with
Weill, adding to the tensions that culminated
in his firing from Citi.

At first Dimon wanted J.P. Morgan to
switch to the open model,even though a
company makes more money on its own
products. But Jes Staley stubbornly protested.
"When Jamie came, he ended America's big-
gest outsourcing deal with IBM because he
considered tech a core competency," says



that Chase issues—including its own and such
branded ones as Continental Airlines, AARP, and
Disney—plus tables showing how much custom-
ers spent using each card in two dozen different
categories, from supermarkets to tolls to sporting
goods.

Staley. "I made the same argument with investing: It was our
core competency and should be at the center of everything we
do, so we should concentrate on our exclusive products." Dimon
and Staley battled over the idea for a year until Staley won over
the boss, chiefly by showing that J.P. Morgan's investment of-
ferings held their own against those of competitors. "He under-
stands the details completely, he loves to debate and disagree,
yet he'll let you do it." Staley adds a caveat: "As long as you know
what's in Appendix 3 of your report as well as he does."

And reports are a key element of Dimon's system. Once a
month Dimon holds meetings that can last from three hours
to a full day with the management of each of the six operating
businesses. The discussions center around extraordinarily
detailed, inch-thick booklets called executive management
reports, or EMRs. The first six monthly EMRs for the credit
card division this year totaled 1,000 pages. Among the data:
the cost of acquiring credit card customers for each type of card

One goal of the reviews is to make sure that each
card, or any other product, is profitable on its own
and not being subsidized by other products. Says
Mandelbaum: "Jamie wants all corporate costs, from
legal to marketing, allocated to all the businesses
in relation to how much they use them, to ensure
that the businesses are truly profitable after all the
overhead expenses."

THE DIMON TEAM HAS TWO hallmarks that reflect
the boss's thinking: First, as the EMRs show, they
mine every part of the business for detailed infor-
mation—especially data that point to trouble—then
share it at warp speed throughout the corporation.
The team is just as focused on exchanging infor-
mation from retail to investment banking to asset
management as it is about selling products across
divisions. Second, if the data show that a business
is really far riskier than it looks, get out—no mat-
ter how lucrative it appears. The team's ultimate
strength is its willingness to shun products its com-
petitors crave, even if that means sacrificing short-
term profits. "In the crisis, everyone was trying to
grow in products we didn't want to grow in," says
Dimon. "So we let them have it."

That philosophy helped J.P. Morgan avoid big
losses in structured investment vehicles. SIVs are
pools of mortgages, credit card loans, and other
debt created by banks but not carried on their
books. Before Dimon's arrival, Winters and Black
completely avoided SIVs. One reason: The high cost

of the credit default swaps—the financial instruments used to
insure against SIV losses—told them that SIVs were too risky
(a warning sign other investors ignored). Black and Winters
also worried that in a credit crunch J.P. Morgan would have
to take the SIVs' assets onto its own books. "We knew that our
name was on it, so that in a crisis, the SIVs would become J.P.
Morgan's problem," says Winters.

But when J.P. Morgan bought Bank One in 2004, it found itself
in possession of an $8 billion SIV that Bank One had created.
Black and Winters insisted on selling it. Dimon initially challenged
them, arguing that SIVs were a favorite with the bank's clients.
But Winters and Black convinced him that the modest fees from
SIVs weren't worth the risk. The SIV was sold. It was a prescient
move: Citigroup has had to take $58 billion worth of SIVs back
on its books; HSBC has taken back $35 billion. J.P. Morgan's SIV
exposure: zero.



SHEDDING THE BANK ONE SIV Was just

a warmup. Even more important was
J.P. Morgan's decision to shun subprime
CDOs—vehicles that sell bonds backed by
pools of subprime mortgage-backed secu-
rities. J.P. Morgan has long ranked among
the biggest buyers of auto and credit card
loans, which it turned into asset-backed
securities. But even in 2005, J.P. Mor-
gan remained a small player in the hot-
test business on Wall Street, securitizing
mortgages. Dimon wanted to build a far
bigger franchise, chiefly by securitizing the loans made by the
bank itself through its Chase Home Lending division.

By 2006, J.P. Morgan was growing substantially in securitiz-
ing mortgages and dabbling in subprime CDOs. Many of J.P.
Morgan's traders and capital markets executives were urging
investment banking chiefs Winters and Black to ramp up the
subprime production, a business that was generating billions in
fees for other Wall Street firms. "Given our position in securitiza-
tions, it would have been a natural for us," says Winters.

But Dimon soon began to see reasons to pull back. One red
flag came from the mortgage servicing business, the branch
that sends out statements, handles escrow, and collects pay-
ments on $800 billion in home loans, its own and others'.
During a regular monthly business review for the retail bank
in October 2006, the chief of servicing said that late payments
on subprime loans were rising at an alarming rate. The data

showed that loans origi-
nated by competitors like
First Franklin and Ameri-
can Home were perform-
ing three times worse than
J.P. Morgan's subprime
mortgages. "We concluded
that underwriting stan-
dards were deteriorating
across the industry," says
Dimon.

In the investment bank,
Winters and Black were discovering more reasons to be cautious.
CDOs issue a range of bonds, from supposedly safe AAA-rated ones
with relatively low yields to lower-rated ones with higher yields.
Winters and Black saw that hedge funds, insurance companies, and
other customers were clamoring for the high-yielding CDO paper
and were less interested in the other stuff. That meant banks like
Merrill and Citi were forced to hold billions of dollars of the AAA
paper on their books.

What's wrong with that? Doesn't an AAA rating mean the
securities are safe? Not necessarily. In 2006, AAA-rated CDO
bonds yielded only two percentage points more than supersafe
Treasury bills. So the market seemed to be saying that the bonds
were solid. But Black and Winters concluded otherwise. Their
yardstick, once again, was credit default swaps—insurance
against bond failures. By late 2006 the cost of default swaps
on subprime CDOs had jumped sharply. Winters and Black

saw that once they bought credit
default swaps to hedge the AAA
CDO paper J.P. Morgan would
have to hold, the fees from cre-
ating CDOs would vanish. "We
saw no profit, and lots of risk, in
holding subprime paper on our
balance sheet," says Winters.

The combined weight of that
data triggered Dimon's call to King
in Africa. "It was Jamie who saw all
the pieces," says Winters. In late
2006, J.P. Morgan started slashing
its holdings of subprime debt. It sold
more than $12 billion in subprime
mortgages that it had originated.
Its trading desks dumped the loans
on their books and mostly stopped
making markets in subprime paper
for customers. The alarm spread
to the private bank that manages
money for wealthy clients. "We
connected with the other lines of
business," says Mary Erdoes, who
heads the private bank. "We en-
couraged our clients to sell their



hundreds of millions of dollars.
Dimon's stance was radical: He was skirting the biggest growth

business on Wall Street. "Our employees wanted to know why
we were being so conservative," says Black. "We lost a lot of
structured credit people to hedge funds." J.P. Morgan also lost
ground to competitors. It sank from third to sixth in fixed-income
underwriting from 2005 to 2007, and the main reason was its
refusal to play in subprime CDOs, which its rivals were gorging
on. "We'd get the quarterly reports from
our competitors and see that they'd added
$100 billion to their balance sheets," says
Dimon. "And they were hardly adding any
capital, so it looked like their investments
were almost risk-free." But in the end, of
course, the decision to shun subprime
made Dimon a hero.

NO TEAM is PERFECT, of course, and there
are a few big blemishes on J. P. Morgan's re-
cord. In 2007 bankers in a unit that makes
short-term secured loans to blue-chip cor-
porations bought a $2 billion subprime
CDO as an investment. Somehow the arrangement escaped the
notice of the risk management brass. The CDO lost half its value,
hitting J.P. Morgan with a $1 billion pretax write-down in the third
quarter and sending Dimon on another manic crusade to tighten
risk management. "I was livid, and so were Winters and Black," says
Dimon. "It was $1 billion we didn't even know about! The people
responsible aren't here anymore." (The bank was also embarrassed

in April 2007 when it emerged that a
half-owned British joint venture, J.P.
Morgan Cazenove, was working on an
LBO of J.P. Morgan client Dow Chemi-
cal without the knowledge or approval
of Dow's CEO or board. See "Inside Job"
on fortune.com).

And while J.P. Morgan largely
dodged the subprime bullet, it
stumbled in two other areas: loans
for LBOs and home loans in its con-
sumer bank. During the LBO frenzy
it lost its normal discipline, funding
dubious deals. Through June, J.P. Mor-
gan had written off around $3 billion
in leveraged loans on such deals as
Chrysler and HD Supply. The misad-
venture in home loans illustrates that
Dimon's guiding principle—take risks
only when you are well paid for doing

so—is far from foolproof. By mid-2oo7 the subprime debacle
had hammered the market for all mortgage securitizations. As
a result, many banks stopped making jumbo mortgages—ones
too big to be backed by Fannie Mae or Freddie Mac. Dimon saw
what seemed like a rich opportunity. "Spreads on jumbos were
getting very attractive," he says, "so we thought we'd make a lot
of money in that market." The strategy may have been correct,
but the timing was off. Housing prices dropped far more than J.P.
Morgan had anticipated. "We were too early," says Dimon. "We
could have done it later and saved $500 million in losses."

TODAY'S CONVENTIONAL wisdom holds that financial behemoths
like Citigroup are simply too big and complex to manage. That

view implies a dim future,
given that in the current
environment, the big will
only get bigger, through an
inevitable wave of consoli-
dation. But the success of
Dimon and his crew seems
to refute the "too big to
manage" hypothesis, and
in any case, Dimon doesn't
buy the whole concept. "In
every business, some huge
companies are successful
and others aren't," he says.

To Dimon the rich flow of information from different corners of
the bank, like the signal from servicing that w a n hed him about
subprime, is a major advantage. "We have a gold mine of knowl-
edge, but you have to manage it well," he says, "so every one of
our businesses benefits from it." Other successful models will
emerge, but for now Dimon has the best game plan—and don't
forget, the best team to go with it.

CDOs. We concluded we weren't getting paid
for the risk." J.P. Morgan's corporate treasury
under Ina Drew even starting hedging, betting
that credit spreads would widen. Over the next
year those hedges reportedly yielded gains of
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